Final Judgment toward Climate Salvation by Theological Revolution.
<USA and Other Nations in the World now Heading Climate Auschwitz>.
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[１]：World Now heading toward Climate Auschwitz(by operation EndGame).
Climate has substantially and secretly been intercepting to fix by the empire.
Climate is also hidden class struggle toward exterminating hell,or the final win.
[２]：Trump the trick star Washington debut had revealed Witch Hunt Device in USA.
He was originally not puppet of,but against the Establishment(the warmonger).
Only rebellion declined white people in USA could supported him to be president .
Thus the witch hunt device was activated to crack down the rebellion.
[３]：USA with Crooked Trump<Hitler with military industry complex the warmonger>
Now strong attacks had forced him to be puppet due to no effective support.
[４]：Directing perpetual Military Conflicts against Russia-China(Cold War Revival),

[５]：Destiny of Israel(Zionism)Crooked by the White Supremacism.
The traditional highest status(nobility hereditary the Atheist)in Europe(USA)has been
conspiring to crook the long years enemy Jew(missionary race of global democratizing)
bad. Historical devotion by Jew now become ignored.It is due to deadly ignorance on the
missionary race,which turn to have caused also ourselves misery defeating at now.
[６]：Hereafter,it is up to none,but us Altogether none-Jew to accomplish final win.

Anti Semitism is fatal wrong to cause ourselves defeat with insult and persecution Jew.
If we altogether had struggled with them ,we had gotten winning,but fact is upside down.
Thereby Imminent mission of non-Jew the major people in now world is too evident.
It is decisive global engineering toward CORRECTING ERRORs to save the world.
Once Christian Religion was political revolution,but failed to be moral teach...Goethe
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf

Global people has been too busy both in BUSINESS and regional military DISPUTEs.
Then,all of us must be awaken on deadly fact now we have been heading to climate hell.
Then the salvation may be unprecedently biggest to cause you hesitate,however,there is
still salvation possibility by Engineering in Global HOLY REVOLUTION.It is both technical
Engineering and Political Decision Engineering due to THEOLOGICAL REVOLUTION.

[１]：World now heading toward Climate Auschwitz(by operation EndGame).
America now has been accelerating Climate Exterminating !.
As was mentioned in this site,Exxon-Mobil the Rockefeller imperial had substantially
determined current big trend of crooked global climate policy(nothing substantial action).
Also historical most CO2 accumulation in atmosphere is USA.Above all,accelerating climate
worsening has substantially been being conspired as operation EndGame the final survival
one by them. In silent,but strong witch hunt society USA,Communism and Climate the CC
Is strong taboo for conserving the empire ruling regime due to his strong obsession.
Thus we could not help,but conclude and accuse USA is climate exterminating criminal
nation.Now crooked Trump presidency had become worst by declaring climate denying.
In the other hand,local regional government leaders declare alternative role of the crooked
government in climate.Even though,also they could not declare Arctic Methane Risk .
It is due to decisive deficit in deadly climate fact awareness by the climate scientist.

[２]：Trump the trick star Washington debut had revealed Witch Hunt Device in USA.
⑴At now(2018/2/14),substantially Trump may have done his mission,and original Trump
was substantially assassinated by Establishment. Trump hereafter is zombie directed by
Establishment.Thereby now is time of asking OURSELVES what is to do.He had decisively
revealed Witch Hunt Device in USA by repeating fake news,however he was defeated due
to that American people allowed injustice attacks against him,but not struggled with him.
⑵Strong Populism had revealed With Hunt Device(the ENEMY of People)in USA.
He is not man who wish power with money,but naively being loved by people.He often and
nervously ask people whether they support ,or not.Thus It is certain that he was originally
not puppet of ,but against with the Establishment(NAZIS reincarnated power in USA＝CIA
military industry media complex).In fact, at first,he tried to make reconciliation with Russia
toward ceasing fire in military disputes anywhere in the world.,then he thought of economics
change from military to consumer.This is essentially very rightous.
Real,but invisible behind reason of utilizing strong Witch Hunt Device is that the trick star
Trump bravely challenged against the regime CIA military industry media complex.
Especially peace accomplishing by reconciliation with Russia was not allowable by them.
This is to destroy business of the warmonger !!!.
Note once J.F.Kennedy tried it(detente with USSR)and assassinated in Texas in 1963.
Domestic narrow nationalism policy(such as border fence building,..emigrant low,..)is due to
his supporter the declined white people class,which is troublesome for non Trump supporter

poorer non white people in USA.Note It is only rebellion the declined white people who know
their cause of decline＝globalism and military economics which belong to political enemy
Hirally(establishment candidate).That is,only declined white people USA could enable antiglobalism & militalism presidential candidate=Trump.Then the other American(liberal,
African.emigrant American,the Democrats party supporters)must recognize their this
decisive failure.So he had to to keep singular domestic promise for the supporter.If those
anti-Trump people could turn their view on Trump,he could opt not such nationalistic
domestic policy.By anyhow,it is essential fact Trump was originally anti-the warmonger.
In fake Russia collusion suspicion,American people could not save him,which had turned
him crooked and forced to cooperate with the warmonger.
Destroying the warmonger business is very essential,far important and could enable healthy
consumer economics not only for USA,but also for the WORLD PEACE the decisive desire
for the world people.American people must recognize his outstanding original policy .So
now is time of us.We must be aware and act against the EVIL BEHIND to succeed his will.
(CIA military industry media complex the strong regime protecting devices for the Empire).

[３]：USA with Crooked Trump<Hitler with military industry complex the warmonger>
⑴The perpetual and long time accusation against him as for Russia collusion suspicion
suffered him to worry people would lose his support.After all,the torture had succeeded to
crook him upside down(puppet of military industry complex the warmonger at now).This is
analogous with Israel who had been being suffered due to the(essentially)forced,but own
illegal invasions to Muslim nations for long years(Note Palesitinian suffered more than
them).After all,they had turned to beg support from NAZIS reincarnated in USA.Now Israel is
puppet of the war business in Middle East. It is told their economy has been depending on
America.and America rules them.
⑵Higher Status People will not Support him by fear for Revenge by the Regime.
It is historically rare situation(the regime accuser)in USA that had caused him witch hunted
especially by media with massive people accusing him.This may be awfule lesson for the
anti-reime rebellion.Thus it is the American people’s deadly mistake that had caused him to
be crooked being puppet the warmonger.As such consequence,also in the science society
of rather higher status,none will try to assist his science policy to cause toward worst state of
climate denying. So long as none would assist and warn strongly him the supreme
seriousness,

Trump presidency would become co-operator of operation EndGame the final plan of
supremacist.That is,Trump would become “Hitler” with military industry complex the
warmonger in climate worsened world.
Trump proposes huge increase in military spending
http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-trump-defense-20180212-story.html
[４]：Directing perpetual Military Conflicts between Russia-China(Cold War Revival),
Conservatism rule in also Russia and China by escalating military regime against USA.
Russia and China has exceptional role for intercepting tyranny ruling the World by USA the
NAZIS reincarnated nation.Those nation once in communism regime has inferior complex to
West ’s gorgeous prosperity life way,so they followed and now accelerate by employing
market principle economy,and now business had become main concern also for the leader
and people.Thereby,also climate concern becomes apathetic.President Putin the
substantially oil merchant once told “climate is fake”.This is entirely similar with conservative
American.On the other hand,some Chinese entrepreneur is earnest in renewable energy
business.The most worrisome is that most Chinese business was once stimulated by
American investment,so they have been being invisibly and deeply connected with USA.
Now they are the biggest bond holder for USA.Also both the nations may be the most
business partner with USA in military one.Even lone climate surveyer author could found
extremely insidious conspiracy(operation End Game＝substantial WWⅢ)climate
exterminating global population due to the American supremacist. Could both Russian
and Chinese researcher(or military-men in intelligence field)not notice the deadly fact ??.
The total nuclear war threat is entirely superficial fake game, but not actual in the depth !!.
It is entirely big smoke screen not climate to become top theme in Global Mass Media.

[５]：Destiny of Israel(Zionism)Crooked by the White Supremacism.
Traditional highest status(nobility hereditary the ATHEIST)in Europe(USA)has been
conspiring to crook long years enemy Jew(missionary race of global democratizing) bad.
Now lone Israel seems defeated to be silent despair nation.Author’s opinion is
They had well done their mission to democratize the world by class struggle.However the
result is incomplete due to decisive deficit of non Jew’s altogether co struggling with them.
But allowing insulting and persecution against Jew in the upside down world.Thereby,we
must correct the faital failure. Then All is all up to us the none-Jewish people of the world
who hereafter must succeed their spiritual mission toward the completion for final win.

⑴The historical Jew had accomplished the great devotion to democratizing the world.
They were ideology creation race such as Christianism to Marxism,as the consequence
they heavily hated and persecuted by monarch(wealthy)nobility hereditary in Europe.
This is essentially class struggle between who rule(supremacist with violence worship) and
who are ruled(democrat with peace worship).Those are reciprocal in logic.After all,this
historical fact would also determine coming extremely apocalyptic future.
⑵However Israel now is singular being crooked to become to co-operate with NAZIS USA
at now(becoming upside down).Isolated Israel with long years perpetual disputes and
without friends at there now seem defeated to be despair to accept apocalypse,but not
make global revolution by any more.
⑶Global people lost own winning in class struggle by absurdity not support Jew.
It is outrageously upside down that Jew people has been dedicating mankind evolution than
anyone else in political equality,liberty,and brotherhood in their history.Even though,the
ignorant stupid right wig world(pretending patriot nationalist,but mere bribed follower for
benefit of owns egoism) has been discriminating and insulting them.After all,they had
devastated also our winning in class struggle.It is outrageous absurdity,so we must turn to
appreciate and thank them for their historical devotions.
⑷Instead our warrant for Israel,they must warrant Plalestinian right.
Albert Einstein on Israel: 5 Quotes About Zionism From Famed Theoretical Physicist
http://www.newsmax.com/FastFeatures/albert-einstein-israel-zionism/2014/12/14/id/612966/

“I should much rather see reasonable agreement with the Arabs on the basis of living
together in peace than the creation of a Jewish state. …
[６]：Hereafter,it is up to none,but us All non-Jew to accomplish final win.
Anytime,mankind history is struggle between who rule and who are ruled(class struggle).
As was many times repeated,it is Jewish people who outstandingly dedicated evolution of
global democratizing by class struggle(Christianism to Marxism),however due to our fatal
lack and ignorance on the fact history,now they are defeated to be isolated such as Israel.

THEOLOGICAL REVOLUTION:
Note at that rising time,highest status ruler terribly feared and hated Chiristianism and
Marxism.Because those are declaration of class struggle threatening against them.
Both Jesus and Marx were Revolutionists at that time.
*Once Christianism was political revolution,but failed to turn moral teach.......Goethe.
Workers of the world unite; you have nothing to lose but your chains. Karl Marx
Hereafter it’s up to us all of global people.After all,It is ERROR CORRECTING in our history,

⑴Class Struggle between White Supremacist vs Jew with Others in upside down world.

- Anti Semitism is fatal wrong to cause ourselves defeat with insult and persecution Jew.
Peopele don’t know real reason why NAZIS Hitler tried to exterminate Jew by Holocaust ?This⑴ is kernel to recognize actual history toward Global ERROR CORRECTING.
After all,Hitler the puppet of the Capitalists(Rockefeller,..)tried anti-Revolution against Jew
with their cooperators of democratizing the world.It is entirely up side down.Rumor that Jew
has been conspiring to win global hegemony by political revolution.It is not them,but highest
status of wealthiest and nobility hereditary the white supremacist in Europe-USA who has
been conspiring to intercept the class struggle against them.You must notice that It is their
peculiar fear for highest status decline, that cause them Satan who conspired awful political
suppression against their op posers and now they has bee causing climate hell Auschwitz.
QUR’AN chapter7 The Elevations al A'raf<status decline in supremacism>
11. We created you, then We shaped you, then We said to the angels, “Bow down before
Adam;” so they bowed down, except for Satan; he was not of those who bowed down.
He said, “What prevented you from bowing down when I have commanded you?” He said, “I am
better than he; You created me from fire, and You created him from mud.” He said, “Get down
from it! It is not for you to act arrogantly in it. Get out! You are one of the lowly!”. He said, “Give
me respite, until the Day they are resurrected.”.He said, “You are of those given respite.”. He
said, “Because you have lured me, I will waylay them on Your straight path.
Then I will come at them from before them, and from behind them, and from their right, and from
their left; and you will not find most of them appreciative.”. He said, “Get out of it, despised and
vanquished. Whoever among them follows you—I will fill up Hell with you all.

Climate is also class struggle the final.
The conservatism now turn to intercept climate revolution and cause the world heading
climate hell.Thus now is nothing,but decisive time to fight against the evil of high status.
Now is the time of us non-Jew,the 3rd Power Appearing toward Breaking the Deadlock by
Altogether.
⑵Peace Recovering in Israel-Palestine by Reconciliation with Israel’s concession.
See [５]：⑷.
Then also alternative dealing is necessary.It is certain reconciliation with Palestine & Muslim
nations by them.Originally entirely innocent Palestinian who were forced to be involved
persecution against Jewish people suffered more than Israel after the war.Also Muslim
nations should recognize on their unprecedented devotion and forgive them by clearing
strong hatred grown in past long years disputes toward realization of actual reconciliation.

⑶Peace Recovering in Middle East& Korea Peninsla.
Almost Military or Violence Disputes in the world are false flag caused by the warmonger.
⒜In Middle east and Europe,extremely brutal ISIS is complete puppet of the warmonger.
http://www.777true.net/Oil-and-Military-the-Deathperate-Industry-has-been-causing-the-wor
ld-desperate.pdf
⒝In Far east, North Korea’s threat is operated by the warmonger USA.
http://www.williamengdahl.com/englishNEO1Nov2016.php
Clear the warmonger puppet nations=Israel -Noth Korea toward GLOBALPEACE !.
Both nations has been the cause of military disputes and are the warmonger puppet.
The most evil origin of global military unstability has been entirely only due to the
warmonger USA(War Business Demon＝CIA military industry complex).They are
entirely upside dow to hate peace by anyone else.Theyby the puppets must be cleared.
Clearing the ancient cold war regime due to USSR liquidation(1989) had become war
business decline.Then they conspired 9//11 the inside job by US secret troop attack NY
twin towers in order to make Muslim criminal and fake excuse for following attack against
Middle East Nations.Thus the wars were made to make war-itself for the war business.It is
entirely absurd at all.
⑷Climate Recovering by Correcting the Fatal Errors.
⒜It is oil giant Exxon Mobil the Rockefeller had caused now world heading toward climate
exterminating Auschwitz. Also note once Rockefeller supported NAZIS establishment that
was to exterminate Jew in Auschwitz gas chamber.Now they intefered climate doctor=IPCC
UN climate coucil by climate scientist group,so fatal climate facts had been hided(Arctic
Methane Risk and necessity of rapid 80% new energy change).
⒝Actual effective climate fixing needs almost global revolution as regime change.
Thereby white supremacist hate the revolution.So climate is also class struggle the final.
Thus Rockefeller with Bilderberg elites intercepted it by hiding climate fact,on the other
hand,Methane catastrophe found to be not complete extinction,but there is bit possibility of
surviving.Once we considered it would cause oxygen deficit causing total animal extinction.
However author calculated the density would not cause full extermination.That is.climate
worsened world is now accelerating toward global exterminating by fire storm earth by massive
methane eruption at final stage.It is so called operation EndGame the final survival one.
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Methane-Extinction-is-Revealed-to-be-Operation-EndGame.pdf

⒞Massive People’s call for declaring climate fact to climate scientists
http://www.777true.net/People-can-Call-for-Climate-Scientists-Fact-Diagnosis-toward-Actual-Salvation.pdf

Trump the Zionist is now accused for their policy of very apathetic against science society.
However,Trump himself had known climate reality,but it is the science society who hide
fact.Thereby It is not Trump presidency,but climate scientists who has substantially been
intercepting the salvation.This is deadly misunderstanding of American(world)people.
Thus they must correct their fatal recognition,then Massive People’s call for declaring
climate fact to climate scientists would turn America(World) !.
＊It is very simple and clear to ask (A,B)to them yes,or no by digital decision.
A:Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk the most emergent Risk at now World.
This is sudden and irreversible warming toward fire ball earth and AMEG(UK) proposed
the Risk evading technology by Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering.
http://www.ameg.me/
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/

is possible by rapid 80 CO2 cut by 2020
Time for Plan B Cutting Carbon Emissions 80
by 2020.
B:Allowing 2

is fatal.→Below 1.5

https://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
Lester R. Brown, Janet Larsen, Jonathan G. Dorn, and Frances C. Moore
⑸The SUPREME OBSTRUCTION against RECOVERING STABLE WORLD.
US military must correct fatal erroneous deeds toward facing Climate War the Actual.
The supreme primitive science LOGIC tell us that a system with contradiction(false,lie,error,
failure,injustice,troubles,..)is to be broken down its stable order toward a destruction.
Sometimes someone weak and defeated in righteous logic(the crooked)tends toward taking
violence at last by their desperate. It is destruction both ownself with the others.
⒜Silent ,but unprecedented violence worship society USA in the behind.
This may be uncomfortable to be told by foreigner.By anyhow,USA now is not normal.
They must search the essential cause origin.
⒝From Violence Ruling to Peace One<Moses teach>
It is a historical mankind evolution from violence ruling to moral one by Moses’s teach.
NAZIS against Jew took the outstanding militarism and which was succeeded to USA.
It may be strong being damaged delusion(persecution complex)who tend to take arms.
Someone wish to be stronger by armament in order to defeat the stronger opposer.
Also author strongly feel that both European and American has strong obsession on
armament,which may be due to trauma by the perpetual cruel war history.

While Jew were exceptional race who had become outstanding winner in cultural
success.This became strong threatening both for their white supremacism and political
hegemony holding.Thus isolated Israel building was necessary to make them bad.
Now USA is outstanding military nation with invisible,but strong worship on violence
ruling(the warmonger),Both Israel & North Korea(and also ISIS) has been playing bad
nations causing perpetual military disputes by secret directing by the warmonger USA..
⒞The American disease will not be cured so long as being of NAZIS regime USA.
Not only visible armament,but also invisible law breaking has been ruling on.
This is private story. Military presence with the expensive budget gift by Japan is actually a
political and criminal occupation with decisive law breaking.
US military commander in Japan has been ordering their requests to Japanese bureaucrats
since the defeated war for 70 years long.This is nothing,but keeping military occupation regime .

:Japan-US territory agreement is illegal against the international law.
This is evidently against the law to interfere domesitic mattes by foreign nation.
Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and
Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nation
http://www.un-documents.net/a25r2625.htm
;Japan-US joint committee is illegal against Japan domestic law.
This is General Head Quater ordering Japanse beurocrat to cooperate with them.However at
now, this action is awful crime against domestic State Treachery Law.Once US military had done
fatal war cirimnal the 3/11(2011)by eartquake weapon attack against Japan(Tohoku-Fukushima
Nuclear sites) to be enemy nation(State treachery).Thanks to them,Fukushima had become 3rd
times again devastated by A-Bomb.All of American must be aware on this awful fact.

http://www.777true.net/From-the-9_11-to-the-3_11-Japan-Earthquake-Massacre.pdf
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J95-Reverification-on-the-Criminal-3_11.pdf

⒟Lawless Ruling by CIA.
CIA is outrageous global lawless divece entirely dedicating white supremacist World ruling.
It is entirely self righteousness with apathy against many others.It is only due to USA empire
the wicked spirit in high place. Note also Chiristianism is class struggle teach⑺.
⑹By anyhow,something big error correction is necessary for the imminent actual salvation.
Thus actions by truth as repentance is necessary.That is, American (World)Total

Repentance from climate scientist,people,corporate to Trump government.This could
also turn the world by altogether.Then American could be HERO!!

⑺The Bible,Ephesians.
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm
6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high
places.Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to
withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.Stand therefore, having your
loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness;And your feet
shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace;Above all, taking the shield of faith,
wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.
If we non-Jew altogether had recognized true intention of God(political revolution of equality
democratizing by justice,truth,and brotherhood),we had already accomplished final win.
The Bible revealed coming doomsday in Johns Revelation(Apocalypse).
http://www.truebiblestudy.com/summary_of_revelation.htm
https://www.lds.org/scriptures/nt/rev?lang=eng
However the Bible’s real intention is mankind’s repentance,because contents of the Bible is
almost teach of repentance toward co-live with justice,truth,and brotherhood in the essence,
but except the Apocalypse(however also it strongly teach repentance).People in Christian
world at now seems silent,but might be deep despair to happen to accept doomsday ?.
Then note it may be despair also for God who had revealed gospel in order to save mankind
from their extinction. “To be or not to be ??” ,it may be entirely up to action of us all.
In author’s opinion,we must not cause God despair !!.Then what is action ?,it is too evident
to repent to follow the gospel teach.In the actuality,it is nothing,but CORRECTING ERRORs
in engineering view.Note following outstanding view by Goethe should be called theological
REVOLUTION. Now also author had convinced that it is this that is genuine.
*Once Christian Religion was political revolution,but failed to be moral teach...Goethe
So far author’s survey,the major traditional Christian teach may be as follows.
Son of Man dedicated himself as a sacrifice on the cross to appease the wrath of God and to
open the way for sinful man to obtain salvation; the ideas of atonement and propitiation,
In Goethe’s view ,his death on the cross is nothing,but political devotion for revolution.
It is political devotion for revolution that may be kernel teach of Christianism of political
revolution.Because political revolution is nothing,but deadly cruel class struggle between
who rule and who are ruled.Then sacrifice in struggle must be the supreme worship.

Note also Al Qur’an teaches death in holy war is the supreme worship.
In Goethe’s view ,Jesus was the holiest revolutionist ,whom we must follow.

PS:At recent emigrant author’s small town,there happened to be a shrine where people at there
worship a samurai who killed himself as devotion to make strong message to Shogunate(top
samurai’s government) to accept village people’s strong political demand at that time.This may
be primitive,but also supreme worship in political devotion.
At near here,there is also another bigger shrine(Ise Jinguu)with top imperial family the highest
status in Japan and there is also curious nasty class discrimination tradition.It may be due to
nasty local regional political ruling by minor,but boast higher class connecting with imperial family
authority(Japan empire was established by UK and is puppet of USA after the defeated war).
*Amakusa Shirō Tokisada (天草四郎時貞) led the Shimabara Rebellion, an uprising of Japanese
Roman Catholics against the Shogunate.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amakusa_Shir%C5%8D
http://www.kumamotokokufu-h.ed.jp/kumamoto/shoukai/rekisi/sirou.html
This was historical Japanese Christian(Society of Jesus)rebellion against brutal ruling by heavy
tax for peasant.It is told the rebellions believed their death in the struggle is way to heaven.Also,it
might be plot to exterminate the Christians who seemed to the ruler threatening against
feudalism ruling.At that initial time,regional ruler was also Christian,however they were replaced
to the other region.After then,the brutal ruling against people began.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Society_of_Jesus
http://www.sjweb.info/arsi/Archives.cfm
Society of Jesus is told organization righteously conspiring toward social evolution by God’s will.

